ABSTRACT With the ubiquitous use of networking technologies in the military domain, network-centric warfare, which aims at improving the system of systems (SoS) capability, is a no-way-back trend of military development. Recently, it has become increasingly important to construct an airborne backbone network (ABN) to maintain coverage and provide reach-back to military units because the terrestrial networks cannot be flexibly deployed and have poor survivability. Given the advantages of software-defined networking (SDN), a software-defined airborne backbone network architecture (SD-ABN) is proposed for the ABN to ensure network flexibility, openness, interoperability, and evolvability. To meet the challenges of traffic management in SD-ABN, segment routing (SR) is applied with some practical modifications for the SD-ABN. Moreover, a network traffic scheduling algorithm termed MRP-TS is designed based on SD-ABN to improve the transmission reliability and bandwidth utilization by balancing network traffic to multiple reliable transmission paths. Relevant theories have been proposed and proved to illustrate the correctness of the algorithm. The network simulation experiments have been conducted using the network simulator EXata 5.1, and the simulation results validate the effectiveness of our proposals.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of information technology, network-centric warfare has become a no-way-back trend. The presence of a stable, high-capacity network structure has become a necessity in recent years owing to the rapid growth of net-centric applications and operations. However, the fixed communications infrastructure cannot guarantee its survivability on the battlefield, and its rigid network structure and configuration are difficult to adapt to the complex and changeable communications environment and demands. As a result, it has become increasingly important to extend this infrastructure dynamically in the absence of stable and wired communications facilities.
One of the off-the-shelf ways to build such a communications infrastructure is to rely on satellite communications (SATCOM). However, SATCOM is extremely limited in capacity and has deficiencies in security and survivability as well. Therefore, in recent years, there has been a The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chien-Fu Cheng. significant push to rapidly deploy on-demand air resources such as blimps, unmanned aerial vehicles, and larger aircraft to construct an airborne backbone network (ABN) that can maintain coverage and provide reach-back to military aircraft as well as surface and space military units [1] - [3] . The military airborne networks (MAN) currently in use are built on discrete data link systems. One type of data link system is designed in a stacked and one-stop manner to satisfy specific tactical communications demands, leading to a vertically integrated network architecture with complex configuration processes, reduced flexibility and interoperability, and high upgrading difficulty [4] . If the future ABN is designed based on the traditional MAN architecture, the above issues will be inevitable. Therefore, there is a need to design a new ABN architecture to better facilitate future military communications.
On the other hand, when conducting NCW-based missions, different military units need to share information efficiently to form a strong systematic operational capability, requiring ABN to provide efficient communications for situational awareness, command and guidance, and cooperation of various weapon and sensor systems. In this context, a large number of network flows with different quality of service (QoS) requirements should be transmitted with high quality, making scheduling the network traffic appropriately one of the core issues of ABN. As a critical component of traffic engineering, traffic scheduling (TS), whose main task is to find reasonable routing paths to guide network traffic to improve utilization of network resources, or better meet its QoS requirements [5] , becomes an essential network application of ABN. Designing an efficient TS scheme for ABN is necessary to provide truly differentiated communications services to adapt to increasingly growing, uneven, and highly variable military communications patterns.
The issues of current MANs have many similarities with those of public networks. To solve the problems of flexibility, openness, interoperability, and evolvability of public networks, software-defined networking (SDN), a new network paradigm that might be able to address the deficiencies of current network infrastructures, has been proposed. SDN decouples control and data planes, logically centralizes the network intelligence and state in the controller, and abstracts the network infrastructure layer from the applications through well-defined northbound and southbound programming interfaces. SDN has been proven to simplify networking operations, optimize network management, and introduce innovation and flexibility [6] , [7] . Attracted by the advantages of SDN, extending the SDN paradigm from the wired domain toward the wireless domain, such as 5G networks and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) has recently received significant attention. Meanwhile, SDN is very friendly to traffic engineering; that is, SDN makes it practical to conduct fine-grained TS based on a global network view. For example, Google built a B4 network to connect its global data centers based on the SDN paradigm, and achieves nearly 100% link utilization with a low network management overhead [8] , [9] . Given the advantages of SDN, it is attractive and promising to design future ABN architecture and the ABN TS scheme according to the SDN concept; however, this work has not yet been studied yet.
While the SDN paradigm generally makes it easier for the decision plane to have a global view of the network state and permits the network traffic to be transmitted as desired easily. Nevertheless, it requires the controller to maintain per-flow state in the network and program network elements along the flow path, which causes some new problems [10] : (1) poor scaling as the number of flows and network size grows; (2) increased network convergence time and relatively low success rate of network updates because of too many interactions. Compared with terrestrial networks that have stable and high-quality wired links, ABN has poorer and more changeable link qualities because of the factors such as changing topology, airframe occlusion, doppler effect, and malicious jamming, all of which bringing management challenges for network traffic under the SDN paradigm.
Segment routing (SR) is a source routing-based technique that allows a source node to specify a path as an ordered list of segments to guide a packet across the network. In SR, the header has sufficient information to steer the packets from the ingress node to the egress node of the path. The combination of SDN and SR can significantly alleviate the above problems as the states and forwarding rules of flows are only maintained and programmed on the ingress node [10] , [11] . Therefore, the use of SR in SDN gives ABN more flexibility and makes schedule the network traffic more concise. Nevertheless, SR was initially designed for wired networks. Thus, some new designs and modifications are needed to make SR available for ABN. Apart from the traffic management mechanism, the TS strategy (or routing strategy) is also an essential part of TS. Because the changing link quality is one of the prominent features of ABN, how to ensure reliable transmission is a vital issue that should be considered by a TS strategy for ABN. Moreover, improving the realtime performance of forwarding network traffic is another important target of the TS strategy. ABN undertakes the task of forwarding all kinds of traffic on the battlefield, resulting in the traffic transmission demand is much higher than that of ordinary MANs. Owing to the limited number of transmission hops of ABN (usually smaller than 5), network hop count is not a critical factor that affects the transmission real-time performance. Instead, if the bandwidth resources of ABN are not used well, network congestion will occur, which will severely reduce the real-time performance, and even cause queue cache overflow and affect the transmission reliability. In general, the TS strategy of ABN is required to consider both the reliability and bandwidth utilization metrics.
In this study, we investigate the SR-based TS for SDN enabled ABN. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A network architecture, the software-defined airborne backbone network (SD-ABN), is proposed to integrate the SDN paradigm into ABN, aiming to promote the migration of the SDN advantages to ABN.
• The SR technology is implemented in SD-ABN to improve traffic management efficiency.
• A TS algorithm, which comprehensively considers reliability and bandwidth utilization metrics, is designed for SD-ABN to improve the reliability and real-time performance of forwarding network flows.
• Relevant theories are proposed and proved to illustrate the correctness of the proposed algorithms; extensive experiments were conducted to validate our proposal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section II and specify the SD-ABN architecture in Section III. We then describe the implementation ideas of the SR technology for SD-ABN in Section IV and propose an SR-based traffic scheduling strategy in Section V. Simulation validation is presented in Section VI. And Section VII concludes this research.
II. RELATED WORKS
MANs currently in use are built on discrete data link systems, such as Link-11, Link-16, TTNT, and MADL. One type of data link system is designed in a stacked and one-stop manner to satisfy specific tactical communications demands. Existing MANs have been able to provide necessary communications for command and guidance, situational awareness, and primary tactical coordination [4] . However, the longterm development of chimney-style has formed the vertically integrated network architecture, leading to a lack of flexibility, interoperability, and evolvability, and also hindering the improvement of network performance. Restricted by the applications demand, the development speed of MANs is relatively slow. Nevertheless, deploying network nodes in the air has become an important scheme of improving the communications capabilities of public networks owing to the impetus of enormous communications demands and ubiquitous use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Some research works can be used in both the military and civilian domains. Naturally, as a promising network paradigm, SDN has been a recent research focus area within the aviation field.
References [15] and [16] point out that the SDN paradigm provides an opportunity to control UAV networks programmatically and makes it easier to configure and manage UAV networks. In [17] , an SDN-based prototype system, which uses the knowledge about aerial node orbits, is designed to predict future network events, especially link outages, which increases the availability and performance of aerial networks. Zacarias et al. investigated the combination of SDN with DTN approaches in UAV relay networks and proposed an SDNs-DTN network architecture [18] . Seniti et al. [19] proposed an SD-UAV network architecture and a routing algorithm for SD-UAV, and the simulation shows that the proposed framework performs well in terms of an end-to-end outage with a moderate reduction in end-to-end delay. Based on SDN, Zhang et al. [20] have proposed an SSAGV network architecture to exploit the advantages of space, air, and ground segments, to support diverse vehicular services in various scenarios efficiently and cost-effectively. Zhou et al. [21] have proposed an air-ground integrated mobile edge computing (MEC) framework that is based on SDN by exploiting the benefits of high mobility and flexible computing resource allocation of UAVs and vehicles. A simple comparison of existing airborne network architectures is shown in Table 1 .
The use of the SDN paradigm indeed improves the flexibility, interoperability, openness, and evolvability of airborne networks. Nevertheless, the network robustness is not fully considered in current research works, which is critical for military applications. By merely adopting the centralized network control mode, the advantages of distributed network control such as flexibility and robustness are also sacrificed. Applying the SDN concept in airborne networks is developing and has a good prospect. However, most of current research is for civilian use and focuses on the design of network architecture and on UAV platforms. Comparatively speaking, the service object, network structure, communications mode, and communications environment of ABN are quite different, making the proposed network architectures cannot be well applied to ABN. However, these architectures provide useful references for the design of SD-ABN. Moreover, there is little research on the TS for the airborne network designed based on the SDN paradigm. Although [19] have proposed a TS scheme for SD-UAV, they considered the omnidirectional communications mode with the aim of reducing the interferences between different UAVs; however, this is not applicable for ABN that mainly employ the directional communications.
III. THE SD-ABN ARCHITECTURE A. DESCRIPTION OF SD-ABN
Before describing SD-ABN, some assumptions are given for better illustrating our design:
1) SD-ABN is a newly designed network architecture that does not consider the co-existence with its legacy network as ABN has not been deployed yet.
2) The wireless control channel between the control plane and data plane of SD-ABN is constructed based on omnidirectional communications, while the transmission within data plane adopts directional communications mode.
3) The airborne backbone network nodes have sufficient load.
As shown in Fig. 1 , SD-ABN is logically divided into an application plane, a control plane, and a data plane, because SD-ABN needs to follow the basic network architecture of SDN, which is also divided into the above three planes. In the application plane, a variety of network management applications can be easily designed and deployed. The requests from a network application can be translated into rules by the northbound interface (NBI) to the control plane, which are further interpreted into instructions to dictate the data plane behaviors via the southbound interface (SBI).
The SD-ABN control plane provides an abstract global network view and a programmable interface for the application plane to help network applications to make and translate network control decisions. Meanwhile, the SD-ABN control plane translates the instructions of the application plane into specific network configuration rules and deploys the rules by configuring the SD-ABN data plane via SBI. Unlike the traditional SDN architecture, the SD-ABN control plane is divided into an ABN control subplane and a platform control subplane. The information interaction rules between the two control subplanes are stipulated by the control plane interface (CPI). The ABN controller works for the ABN control subplane and manages network behaviors in a centralized manner. As a vital communications infrastructure on the battlefield, ABN has a high robustness requirement, which is contradictory to the centralized network control feature of SDN. Therefore, in the ABN control subplane, SD-ABN uses a multi-controller structure to make multiple controllers jointly control the network and provide back up for each other. Moreover, the ABN controller is onboard aircraft keeping in the safe place of the battlefield such as airborne warning aircraft, large electronic reconnaissance aircraft to improve its survivability. The platform control subplane is composed of the platform controllers, and each aircraft has one platform controller. On the one hand, the platform controller acts as a proxy for the ABN controller to control the data plane, which can simplify controller design and reduce network control overhead. On the other hand, a platform controller has independent network control logic, giving SD-ABN distributed network control capabilities for when the centralized network control mode is invalid or inefficient. The definition of platform control subplane is still in accord with the SDN principle as the control plane and data plane remain separated.
The SD-ABN data plane is in charge of processing and forwarding network traffic and is composed of the softwaredefined communication system (SDCS) boarded on each aircraft. With the help of heterogeneous radios, SDCS can simultaneously provide communications for multiple heterogeneous networks. SDCS is programmable, and its behaviors are managed by controllers instead of integrated network control logic. SDCS uses an SDN switch to perform multihop routing and has a common radio-to-router interface (R2RI) to connect different radios [22] . This system architecture can improve network interoperability and routing performance by separating the radio capability (one RF hop) from the router functionality (multihop). Moreover, this separation distinguishes the programmability of the network layer and that of the lower layers (link layer and physical layer) to facilitate more fine-grained programmability. As shown in Fig. 2 , a radio and a switch interface of SDCS are allocated to construct SD-ABN. The radio uses a phased array antenna to generate multiple directional beams. Antenna elements corresponding to one generated directional beam are mapped to one transceiver through the radio distribution network (RDN), which forms an independent transmission channel. After configuring frequencies that do not interfere with each other for different transmission channels and aircraft, a pseudo-wired network can be formed, allowing an ABN node to communicate with its multiple neighbors simultaneously. From the perspective of network composition, SD-ABN is composed of network control node (NCN), gateway node (GWN), and traffic forwarding node (TFN). NCN is in charge of carrying the ABN controller. There may be more than one NCN in SD-ABN because multiple ABN controllers may be onboard different aircraft. GWN is responsible for connecting heterogeneous networks and different military units to ABN through its SDCS, which has the functions such as message format conversion, link selection, and power control. TFN is in charge of forwarding local and passed network flows, and all nodes in SD-ABN are TFNs.
B. ADVANTAGES OF SD-ABN
The behaviors and performances of current MANs rely on manual configurations performed on the ground, and configuring network devices require highly specialized and proprietary tools that merit specialized training for each type of device. As a result, the behavior of current MANs cannot generally be dictated while the network is running, which leads to reduced flexibility and adaptability. Benefitting from the distinctly separated control and data planes of SDN, the ABN control plane can dictate network behaviors in a timely and flexible manner via SBI (e.g., OpenFlow, ForCES, OpFlex). Moreover, many user-friendly network control applications can be easily developed and installed for SD-ABN to satisfy diverse ABN management demands based on NBI, which enables the customized network control capability.
Military units need to dynamically build diverse coalition relationships that require dedicated QoS guarantees of communications. A distributed network paradigm has always been an attractive development direction for military networks considering the invulnerability requirements. Nevertheless, for a fully distributed ABN, complicated negotiations are inevitable concerning complex coalition relationships with varied communications demands when allocating network resources, leading to enormous network control overhead and making it difficult to converge the expected point of the network state. The SDN paradigm allows for the centralized network control, which enables scheduling of the ABN resources with a global network view and lower network control overhead, and thus avoids local optima and accelerates the convergence rate of the network state (if there are enough computing resources allocated to the controller). For instance, if each ABN node has a status message that must be obtained by the other nodes to form a consistent network view for network optimization. Based on the SDCS structure and the shortest-path-forwarding principle, the overhead (presented by the number of interactions within the network) and the convergence time (time needed for all nodes to form a consistent network view) for the distributed-working ABN are shown in (1) and (2) respectively (assuming that the message cannot be fused, different nodes can simultaneously transmit messages, and the network can be modeled as a connected graph):
where v denotes the set of nodes in ABN, min d v i , v j represents the minimum hop count between v i and v j , p represents the success probability of one transmission, and [] r denotes the right rounding. For SD-ABN, a node can send its status message to a control node, and the overhead and convergence time can be represented by (3) and (4) respectively, where v c denotes the control node.
According to the above example, Fig. 3 shows the numerical simulation results. The dimension of the simulation scenario was set to 600km 600km 10km, and the node transmission range was set to 200km. According to the simulation results, SD-ABN has much lower overhead and convergence time than the distributed-working ABN.
To satisfy emerging communications demands, massive software and hardware upgrades are inevitable for current MANs because the network control and data planes are integrated into distributed network devices, which leads to a long upgrade period with a high economic cost, and hinders the generation of new communications capabilities. If the SD-ABN architecture is employed with new hardware technologies, such as hardware virtualization and integrated RF, new network services can be deployed to ABN by easily upgrading controller components and network applications, which leads to much lower costs regarding both time and expenditure. Moreover, with the decoupling of software and hardware, SDN facilitates the use of common hardware and simplifies the work of orchestrating software functions. Therefore, with the SD-ABN architecture, the interoperability of ABN can be significantly improved, and the advantages of various network technologies can be well utilized.
Presently, new technologies such as cloud computing, big data, and artificial intelligence have been applied gradually in the military field, and these emerging technologies play increasingly important roles on the NCW-based battlefield. SDN is a promising network paradigm for the integration of networks, cloud computing, big data, and artificial intelligence, and it can significantly benefit both network users and the network itself. SD-ABN separates network control logic from widely distributed devices, making it convenient to utilize the computing resources provided by cloud computing infrastructures. The SDN controller can centralize the network state information of SD-ABN in a timely and low-cost manner, which facilitates the comprehensive utilization of network state information and the other types of information (e.g., battlefield situation information, mission planning information) with the help of big data technologies. Benefitting from abundant computing resources and rich information, artificial intelligence can be used to generate appropriate network control policies and mission plans.
IV. ENABLING SR-BASED TRAFFIC SCHEDULING
The SR architecture is mainly divided into a control plane and a data plane. The SR control plane is responsible for distributing labels and maintaining routing information of the whole network. The SR data plane is concerned with defining the procedure for encoding a sequence of segments (instructions) on a packet and processing the segments list for forwarding the packet. SR has been widely used at present, with sufficient technical references. Therefore, the implementation of SR in SD-ABN can refer to existing SR instances, and further modify the SD-ABN data plane, control plane, and related interfaces accordingly. We implemented the SR data plane of SD-ABN based on MPLS in terms of compatibility [23] . The platform control subplane of SD-ABN enables distributed network management capability for SD-ABN, laying the foundation for the SR control plane implementation. As the open shortest path first protocol (OSPF) is one of the alternative routing protocols for future ABN and has been modified to support SR [24] , we implemented OSPF to play the role of the SR control plane in SD-ABN. As SD-ABN has a MPLSbased data plane, correspondingly, the PCE-PCC (PCE is the path computing element and PCC is the path computing client) [25] network traffic management paradigm has been employed to schedule the network traffic.
A data plane device of SD-ABN is composed of an SDN switch (responsible for routing network traffic) and a VOLUME 7, 2019 transmission radio matched to a specific interface of the SDN switch (responsible for accessing wireless channel), while the SR control plane needs to be implemented by the platform controller. Therefore, the difficulty of deploying SR in SD-ABN is that a coordination and communication mechanism among the above three independent devices must be designed to support the SR functions, which needs not to be considered in general SDN networks. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4 , we have designed a segment routing extension kit (SREK-ABN) to enable SR-based traffic scheduling by establishing the SR-related coordination and communication mechanism among the three devices. SREK-ABN consists of three modules working on the platform controller (SREK-ABN-C), the SDN switch (SREK-ABN-S), and the transmission radio (SREK-ABN-R), respectively. One of the critical functions of SREK-ABN is that it integrates OSPF to distribute SR information and maintain routing information. SREK-ABN relies on SREK-ABN-C to implement OSPF, and SREK-ABN-C has the following functions: (1) implementing the OSPF logic, (2) maintaining the routing information base (RIB), (3) updating the forwarding information base (FIB) in SDN switch when RIB is updated, and (4) generating and processing OSPF messages. As shown in Fig. 5 , the OSPF messages within SDCS are transmitted through the transmission channel established by SREK-ABN-S and SREK-ABN-R. SREK-ABN-R sends the OSPF messages received from the wireless channel to the SDN switch or sends the OSPF messages from the SDN switch to the wireless channel. SREK-ABN-S sends the OSPF messages from the radio to the platform controller via SBI-P or sends the OSPF messages from the platform controller to the radio for accessing wireless channel. The information exchange between SREK-ABN-S and SREK-ABN-R is regulated by R2RI. The dynamic link exchange protocol (DLEP) is an R2RI defined in RFC8875, which has many advantages compared with other R2RIs, such as lower overhead, simpler implementation, and better standardization support [22] . Therefore, we extend DLEP (EDLEP) to enable the extended DLEP messages, such as OSPF messages and PCEP messages (described below) to be transmitted between SREK-ABN-S and SREK-ABN-R. As shown in Fig. 5 , because DLEP can report the link state information to the SDN switch, SREK-ABN-S also sends the link state information obtained via DLEP messages to SREK-ABN-C via SBI-P to enhance the link state awareness of OSPF. Based on the network information obtained by OSPF, SREK-ABN-C updates the network view of the platform controller in a timely manner.
The ABN controller perceives the global network view using a similar approach with BGP-LS [26] as OSPF provides the necessary means to perceive the network status information needed for traffic scheduling. For the control node, its SREK-ABN-C periodically synchronizes the network view of its platform controller into its ABN controller through the avionics network. The PCE in the ABN controller manages network flows using the path computation element communication protocol (PCEP) that has been extended to support SR [27] . As shown in Fig. 6 , because the platform controller acts as a proxy of the ABN controller, all messages transmitted between SDCS and the ABN controller need to be translated by the platform controller. A flow forwarding requirement of SDCS is first transmitted to the platform controller through SBI-P, and then corresponding PCEP messages are generated by SREK-ABN-C and are sent to the SDN switch. SREK-ABN-S will send the received PCEP messages to the radio using EDLEP to access wireless channel. Finally, the PCEP messages are forwarded to the control node. The instructions issued by the ABN controller are configured in the SDN switch following the reversed direction. Here, we have introduced the basic idea of our SR implementation in SD-ABN, especially the solution to the special problem of SR extension in SD-ABN. With SREK-ABN, SR can be deployed in SD-ABN by simply extending the functions of the platform controller, the ABN controller, SDCS, and related interfaces according to the SR technical requirements. The latter work is not specifically described in this paper as the standardization work for SD-ABN has not been conducted yet, and our work is more focused on functional implementation instead of a benchmark. Therefore, it is recommended to deploy SR in SD-ABN referring to but not limited to our work.
V. TRAFFIC SCHEDULING STRATEGY FOR SD-ABN
In this section, we propose a multi-reliable-paths based traffic scheduling algorithm (MRP-TS) to improve the transmission reliability, reduce the probability of congestion, and provide differentiated traffic forwarding services. MRP-TS decomposes a network flow into multiple transmission paths in the premise of satisfying the reliability requirements of the flow to improve network bandwidth utilization while ensuring transmission reliability. Meanwhile, to preferentially guarantee the transmission quality of high-priority flows, MRP-TS allows the bandwidth of low-priority flows to be preempted by high-priority flows, and MRP-TS also alleviates the adverse effect of bandwidth preemption by traffic decomposition. Particularly, the following assumptions are necessary for our design:
1) Each node in the network can generate multiple directional beams as needed to establish multiple point-to-point transmission links with other nodes.
2) The controller can efficiently generate a global network view.
3) The controller can obtain the basic information of all network flows, such as bandwidth need, reliability requirement, and priority. 4) Reasonable frequency planning has made all point-topoint transmission links non-interference with each other.
5) The link reliability is bidirectional equivalent.
A. THE MRP-TS ALGORITHM
For the ease of algorithm design, SD-ABN is modeled as an undirected graph G = (V , E), where V denotes the set of nodes in the network, and E denotes the set of edges representing the wireless links. To find the most reliable transmission path, we define the following metric:
r e denotes the link stability of link e, which is measured by the probability of correctly receiving a packet through link e. Each node in SD-ABN interacts with its neighbors periodically with hello messages to learn the network topology and r e , and the learn results will be sent to the control node. P a represents all available paths from the source node to the destination node. The above metric means that the greater the product of the stability values of all the links on a path, the higher transmission reliability can be achieved. If there is only one available path p between a pair of nodes u and v, the transmission reliability between u and v can be expressed as follow:
If there are multiple edge-disjoin paths between u and v, the transmission reliability between the two nodes can be expressed as follow:
where P u,v represents the set of all edge-disjoin paths between nodes u and v, B u,v denotes the total bandwidth needed by the flows transmitted from u to v, and b p select represents the bandwidth allocated on path p select . Before describing the details of MRP-TS, we first give several lemmas that are necessary to illustrate the correctness of MRP-TS:
C is the set of cut edges that affect the connectivity of (u, v). The graph G S is composed of disjoint subgraphs that are obtain by deleting E u,v is included in a cycle of G, thus u and v can be connected by two edge-disjoint paths that contain different subgraphs of G s . According to lemma 1, u and v cannot belong to the same subgraph of G s . Therefore, the G i s that includes u or v has two vertexes of e c , which is contradictory to lemma 3. Therefore, lemma 4 is proved.
The traffic patterns and network topology of SD-ABN are changeable, which requires the SD-ABN TS scheme to be updated frequently. The TS algorithm using the global optimization idea will bring enormous network control and computation overhead, making it impractical for SD-ABN. Therefore, MPR-TS is designed as a greedy algorithm formulating traffic strategy for each network flow independently according to the real-time network state. The main idea of MRP-TS is that it decomposes a network flow into multiple reliable transmission paths between the source node and the destination node. Based on the idea, the steps of MPR-TS are shown in algorithm 1. The 2-4 lines of MPR-TS ensures the connectivity of (u, v). The line 5 calculates a most reliable routing path using the MREDP algorithm (described in section V.B). The 6-7 lines calculate E u,v c which represents the set of cut edges affecting the connectivity of (u, v) and generate G s which is a set of disjoint subgraphs by deleting E u,v c from the original network topology graph G. The line 8 assigns source and destination nodes to each disjoint subgraph from u, v, and the vertices of each e c E u,v c . If a subgraph has only one node, this node is assigned as the source and the destination both. Lemma 2 and lemma 3 ensure that each disjoint subgraph has only one pair of source and destination nodes. The 9-25 lines compute edge-disjoint paths between the source node and the destination node allocated for each G i s G s . The TD-BP algorithm, which is described in section V.C, is used to allocate the bandwidth of f to the calculated transmission paths. The number of the edge-disjoint paths within each G i s G s is no more than a configured number K while ensuring the transmission reliability requirement of flow f (presented by f r ). The R TS f in line 17 is calculated according to (8) :
R S i ,D i can be calculated according to (7) , where S i and D i are the source node and the destination node allocated to G i s . When calculating R S i ,D i according to (7) , B u,v equals to the bandwidth requirement of f (represented by f b ) and b p select represents the bandwidth allocated on path P select for transmitting f . Finally, the TS strategy for f can be obtained by connecting E u,v C to the transmission paths calculated for each subgraph, and lemma 3 illustrates the correctness of the operation. Fig. 7 gives an example for MRP-TS.
Algorithm 1 The MRP-TS Algorithm
Input: The information of an arrival flow f ; The global network view; The maximum number of allowable edgedisjoin paths K between one pair of nodes; Output: The TS strategy for f , which is represented by The most-reliable edge-disjoint path calculation algorithm (MREDP) is a modified algorithm of the edge-disjoint shortest pair algorithm (EDSP) in [28] . According to our path selection metric, the MREDP algorithm changes the way of calculating the path weight in EDSP, and the weight of an edge is represented by its link stability. To find multiple reliable transmission paths, MREDP uses the multiplication operation instead of the summation operation in EDSP, and the negate operation in EDSP is changed to find the reciprocal value. The detail steps of MREDP is shown in algorithm 2. MREDP is used to calculate multiple paths that have the maximum sum of reliability value. In line 2, the reliable-first Dijkstra algorithm is designed according to the path selection metric (5) and the modified Dijkstra algorithm in [28] to find the most reliable path between a pair of nodes. The steps of the reliable-first Dijkstra algorithm are the same with that of the modified Dijkstra algorithm, which only changes the weight of each edge and the way of calculating the path weight (The weight of the path is the product of all links' weights on the path). Because the reliable-first Dijkstra algorithm can be easily deduced from other algorithms, it is not described in detail in this paper.
The proof of the correctness of MREDP needs the following 6 definitions:
Definition 1: For the most reliable transmission path P between the source node S and the destination node D, ''Non-decreasing Arc'' is the arc that has a weight value no smaller than 1 and directs from D to S. Definition 2: ''Decreasing Arc'' is the arc that is not nondecreasing arc.
Definition 3: ''Decreasing Cycle'' is the cycle composed of the decreasing arcs.
Definition 4: If the product of the weight of all arcs in a cycle is not greater than 1, this cycle is defined as the ''Diminished Cycle''.
Definition 5: ''Simple Cycle'' is composed of a set of contiguous non-decreasing arcs and a set of contiguous decreasing arcs. An example of simple cycle is shown in Fig. 8 .
Definition 6: ''Mixture Cycle'' is defined to be a cycle composed of the non-decreasing arcs that pertain to P and the decreasing arcs that belong to the rest of the graph. An example for a mixture cycle is shown in Fig. 9 .
Lemma 5: Any mixture cycle is diminished cycle. Proof: For each edge of P, it can be equivalent to the combination of a decreasing arc and a non-decreasing arc, the weight of which are reciprocal to each other.
Algorithm 2 The MREDP Algorithm
Input: The source node S and the destination node D; The global network view; The number of required edge-disjoin paths k; Output: Multiple edge-disjoin paths between S and D; 1. Initialize n = 1 and P = φ(P denotes the set of calculated paths); 2. Find the most reliable path between S and D using the reliable-first Dijkstra algorithm and update P; 3. If S and D is not connected 4. Return; 5. End if 6. While n ≤ k 7.
Replace each edge in P by a single arc directed towards S; 8.
Make the weight of each of the above arcs equal to the reciprocal weight of the corresponding edge; 9.
Run the reliable-first Dijkstra algorithm again from S to D in the above modified graph; 10. Transform to the original graph, and erase any interlacing edges of the paths found; 11. Group the remaining edges to obtain n paths between S and D, and update P; 12. If there is no n paths between S and D 13.
Return; 14. End if 15 . n = n + 1; 16. End while 17. Return multiple edge-disjoin paths between S and D; Therefore, a given mixture cycle can always be represented as the combination of decreasing cycles and simple cycles. Because P is the most reliable transmission path between S and D, it is obvious that any simple cycle is diminished cycle. Because the decreasing cycle is also diminished cycle, any mixture cycle is diminished cycle as well.
Lemma 6:
The MREDP algorithm is correct. According to lemma 5 and the proofs of the correctness of the modified Dijkstra algorithm in [28] , it is easy to prove the correctness of the MREDP algorithm. The detailed proof of lemma 6 is not given in this paper as there are many contents involved, and it is suggested to read the related content in [28] in conjunction with lemma 5.
C. THE TD-BP ALGORITHM
For a new arrival network flow f , the available bandwidth on the transmission path calculated for f may not meet its bandwidth requirement. To satisfy the transmission demand of high-priority flows while taking account of the transmission quality of low-priority flows, we design a bandwidth preemption algorithm that considers traffic decomposition (TD-BP).
Each node of SD-ABN maintains a multi-priority sending queue. Packets in multi-priority queue are sent in order of priority from high to low, which means that the packets in the lower-priority buffers will be sent after the packets in the higher-priority buffers have been sent out, so the transmission demand of higher-priority network flows is guaranteed first. TD-BP is designed based on the priority-based packets transmission mode, and the steps of TD-BP are shown in algorithm 3.
After calculating the transmission paths for f , TD-BP first finds whether all available bandwidth of the transmission paths can satisfy the bandwidth requirement of f . If the bandwidth requirement of f can be satisfied, then f is decomposed according to the proportion of the available bandwidth of different transmission paths. Otherwise, part of the traffic of f is filled with the available bandwidth, and the bandwidth that needs to be preempted by f (presented by) is calculated. After obtaining BP f , TD-BP calculates the preemptive bandwidth for f (presented by ABP f ), which is the sum of the bandwidth of the flows that have lower priority than f and is transmitted via the same transmission paths as f . If ABP f < BP f , the preemptive flows are released first and part of BP f is allocated according to the proportion of the current available bandwidth. The remaining traffic of f is allocated to its most reliable transmission path. If ABP f < BP f , the preemptive flows are released in turn according to the flow weight function [29] shown in (9) until the available bandwidth can meet BP f . The flow has a lower weight will be released preferentially. Then, BP f is allocated according to the proportion of the current available bandwidth of the transmission paths. The information of the released flows is stored in NF, and a released flow will be allocated bandwidth again according to the TD-BP algorithm.
In (9), f denotes a flow whose bandwidth can be preempted by f . α, β, η, and δ are coefficients. αf p captures the cost of preempting high priority flows, which can be used to minimize the priority of preempted flows. β 
VI. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, simulation results are given to illustrate the performance of our SR-based TS scheme for SD-ABN. The experiment was conducted based on the network simulator called EXata 5.1. The experiment scenario dimension is set in Cartesian coordinate, where X, Y are both equal to 600km, and the altitude equals 10km above sea level. According to the typical communications range of airborne communications equipment (100km∼300km), we make the primary network size equals to 10 nodes to well coverage our scenario (The number of nodes can vary when discussing the influence of network size on network performance). In the scenario, only one control node is deployed, which manages the network in an out-of-band manner [30] , [31] . The moving speed of each node is set to 150m/s-200m/s, and the moving trajectory follows the horse-racing line. A node directionally communicates with other nodes at a transmission rate of 1Gbps, which uses the waveform designed by ourselves. The link layer employs the TDMA protocol with a slot duration of 5ms, and two neighbor nodes occupy transmission slots alternately. Each node maintains a multi-priority sending queue to provide differentiated transmission precedence for flows with different priorities. We make bandwidth preemption an optional function of traffic scheduling, which means that the bandwidth preemption can be enabled as needed. Some important simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 . 
A. THE PERFORMANCE OF SR IN SD-ABN
We simulate the network updates performance of SR-based two-phase update mechanism in SD-ABN to illustrate the advantages of SR, and the performances of the two-phase update mechanism [32] and the dynamic order update mechanism [33] with OpenFlow as the southbound interface are taken as comparisons. In the experiment, the maximum allowable number of update attempts is set to 5. When using the above three network update mechanisms to respectively schedule a new arrival network flow in SD-ABN, the number of needed update attempts, the network convergence time, and the update success rate are shown in Fig. 10 .
As shown in Fig. 10(a) , the number of needed update attempts increases with the rise of network size. This is because larger network size increases the number of transmission hops from the control node to the node that needed to be configured, which increases the packet loss rate, and further results in a decrease in the success rate of once update attempt. More transmission hops and update attempts also make it longer for the network to converge to the desired state. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 10(b) , the network convergence time also becomes longer with the increase of network size. Meanwhile, because of the limitation of the maximum allowable number of update attempts, as shown in Fig. 10(c) , the update success rate becomes lower when network size increases.
As shown in Fig. 10(d) , when the transmission link becomes more reliable, the number of update attempts decreases dramatically. The reason is that better link reliability improves the success rate of once update. As shown in Fig. 10 (e), with better link reliability, the network convergence time shows a downward trend with a certain degree of fluctuation. The trend is because of the decrease number of update attempts. The fluctuation is because that the increase of link reliability reduces the fluctuation range of the number of update attempts in different topologies. Considering the limitation of the maximum allowable number of update attempts, more network update events need four or five attempts before success, leading to an increase of convergence time. Because the number of update attempts decreases dramatically with the increase of link reliability, as shown in Fig. 10(f) , the update success rate increases when the link reliability becomes higher.
Comparing the three network update mechanisms, we can find that, with the increase of network size and link reliability, the SR-based two-phase update mechanism has a fewer number of network update attempts, lower network convergence time, and higher network update success rate. This is because the application of SR in SD-ABN makes the states and forwarding rules of a network flow only maintained and programmed on the ingress node. With the advantage of SR, the SR-based two-phase update mechanism only needs to update the ingress node, which improves the efficiency of network update and alleviates the adverse impact of transmission hops and link reliability.
B. PERFORMANCE OF TRANSMITTING FLOWS IN SD-ABN
To evaluate the transmission performance of SD-ABN, where MRP-TS is used for traffic scheduling, we simulate and analyze the reliability performance, the real-time performance, and the bandwidth utilization of SD-ABN for transmitting random arrival network flows. Because the open shortest path first protocol (OSPF) is an important alternative routing protocol for future airborne backbone network, the performance of OSPF-MDR [34] is taken as a comparison, and the equalcost multipath routing protocol (ECMP) is employed along with OSPF-MDR to balance the network traffic. Meanwhile, the performance of the reliable-first routing protocol (RFR) which considers transmitting a network flow through the most reliable path instead of the shortest path is also taken as a comparison.
The simulation results of the reliability performance are shown in Fig. 11 (P denotes the priority of the arrival flow, and p = 7 represents the highest priority). Comparing the above three traffic scheduling strategies, we can find that the transmission reliability of OSPF+ECMP is always much lower than that of RFR and MRP-TS with the increase of the arrival flow's bandwidth need. This is because OSPF+ECMP directs the flow to the shortest transmission path without considering the link reliability. Instead, RFR and MRP-TS have considered the link reliability and direct the flow to the reliable transmission paths, making the two traffic scheduling strategies have a good reliability performance. When the priority of the arrival flow is high, the increase of its bandwidth need will not affect its reliability, and this is because the multi-priority sending queue ensures the high-priority flow to be transmitted preferentially. When the priority of the flow becomes lower, the transmission reliability performance of the three traffic scheduling strategies begins to decrease with the increase of bandwidth need. The reason is that more bandwidth need of the flow increases the queuing delay of its packets, resulting in active packet drop (if the packet is invalid) or buffer overflow. In contrast, MRP-TS makes the reliability of the lower-priority arrival flow less affected when the flow's bandwidth need increases. This is because MRP-TS decomposes the traffic more reasonably according to the available bandwidth in the network, which reduces the queuing delay of packets, and thus alleviating the probability of active packet drop or buffer overflow. Moreover, because MRP-TS directs network flows to the path that satisfies its transmission reliability demand rather than the most reliable path, in most cases, the reliability performance of MRP-TS is slightly lower than that of RFR. Fig. 12 illustrates the real-time performance of SD-ABN. It can be seen that OSPF+ECMP has the best real-time performance in most cases because OSPF+ECMP chooses the shortest path to carry the flow, which significantly reduces the traffic forwarding delay. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , when the priority of the arrival flow is the highest (p = 7), its real-time performance is not affected by the change of the bandwidth need, and the reason is that the multi-priority sending queue ensures the high-priority flow to be transmitted preferentially. As shown in Fig. 12(b) , when the priority of the arrival flow is set to 3, the transmission delay of RFR and OSPF+ECMP increases with the rise of bandwidth need, while the transmission delay of MRP-TS remains stable. This is because MRP-TS enables the flow to preempt the bandwidth of lower-priority flows and balances the traffic more flexible and reasonable than ECMP. As shown in Fig. 12(c) , when the priority of the arrival flow is set to 0, the transmission delay of RFR and OSPF+ECMP increases dramatically, and the increase rate of RFR is the largest because RFR cannot balance the traffic. In contrast, with the increase of bandwidth need, the transmission delay of MRP-TS remains the lowest when the bandwidth requirement is greater than 140 Mbps, and MRP-TS increases at a much lower rate than the other two traffic scheduling mechanisms. This is because MRP-TS decomposes the network traffic according to the proportion of available bandwidth, which achieves more flexible and reasonable traffic balance. Although the real-time performance of MRP-TS is not as good as OSPF+ECMP in most cases, it is maintained below 50ms and in the same order of magnitude with OSPF+ECMP, which can well meet the transmission QoS requirements of various real-time tactical flows. Fig. 13 shows the bandwidth utilization of SD-ABN when using OSPF+ECMP, RFR, and MRP-TS, respectively. It can be seen that the bandwidth utilization of SD-ABN rises with the increase of bandwidth need of the new arrival flow. This is because the new arrival flow occupies more available bandwidth. MRP-TS can achieve better bandwidth utilization than OSPF+ECMP and RFR because MRP-TS can better balance network traffic and provide available bandwidth for network flows through bandwidth preemption.
C. BANDWIDTH PREEMPTION PERFORMANCE OF SD-ABN
The bandwidth preemption mechanism of MRP-TS guarantees the transmission demand of high-priority flows by preempting the bandwidth of lower-priority flows. This preemption will inevitably affect the transmission quality of the preempted flows. Therefore, it is of great significance to ensure the priority and the number of preempted flows be small enough. Fig. 14 shows the preemption performance of MRP-TS compared with that of [29] . It can be seen that the bandwidth preemption policy of MRP-TS makes the average priority and the number of preempted flows lower than that of the bandwidth preemption policy in [29] . The reason is that the bandwidth preemption policy of MRP-TS considers the decomposition of traffic, which makes better use of the available bandwidth in the network, and thus reduces the preemption bandwidth need.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed the SD-ABN architecture for ABN, which uses the SDN concept to enhance the flexibility, openness, interoperability, and evolvability of an ABN. The advantages of the SD-ABN architecture are comprehensively presented to explain why it can better serve battlefield communications. Based on SD-ABN, segment routing (SR) technology is applied with some practical modifications to make traffic scheduling more concise and more efficient. Moreover, a TS algorithm termed MRP-TS has been proposed, aiming to forward the network traffic of SD-ABN in a reliable and real-time manner. The simulation results have validated the effectiveness of our proposals. In future work, we will standardize the SD-ABN architecture and improve the TS scheme to promote the practicality of our proposals.
